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Economic dashboard

Just when we thought it was over
The outlook for global growth has significantly deteriorated recently, in large part mirroring the heightened risk climate from the trade and
technology war between the U.S. and China, and the U.S. tariff threats on other major economies. As a result, rising headwinds to global growth
(and demand) will pose further downside risks to some regional economies already hit by softer domestic consumption. While labour market
conditions remain relatively robust overall, it is unlikely that regional growth can withstand additional external headwinds on top of a domestic
housing market slowdown (Australia, South Korea), soft retail trade (Singapore, Japan) and a generally more uncertain business investment
climate. The stepdown in Asia Pacific growth forecasts is likely to accelerate in the coming months from the 4.5% currently projected (according to
Oxford Economics, May 2019), with the biggest drag reflecting the potentially sub-6% growth in China.
Alongside heightened risks, a weaker outlook for the global economy will likely keep global and regional central banks on a more accommodative
monetary policy stance in the coming months to support economic activities. After slowing its Quantitative Easing programme since early 2018, the
Bank of Japan may undertake additional Japanese Government Bond purchases if the macro outlook deteriorates, especially in view of the
consumption tax hike in October. China will also likely turn on the credit tap in order to buffer short-term cyclical headwinds, a mainly liquidity
injection through the reserve requirement ratio. A sub-trend outlook now points to potentially two rate cuts in Australia this year, reversing
expectations for a rate increase (at mid-2020) at the beginning of this year. Loose(r) monetary conditions should support real estate pricing in the
near term. However, investors should be conscious that if there is any one point in the current extended 10-year cycle where markets dislocate, this
may be the year that we see a more pronounced divergence in performance due to significantly higher risks and a more uncertain outlook.
Quick read

Fig.1: Asia Pacific real GDP forecast
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• A greater dislocation in market
performance will result from the
more uncertain landscape
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Economic dashboard

Heightened near-term downside risks
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Source: Nuveen Real Estate, Oxford Economics, Q1 2019
*Bond yields symbols are illustrative of whether they are supportive for real estate pricing.
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Office

Uneven regional performance ahead

Concerns over slowing global growth and lingering U.S.-China trade tensions have weighed down on regional business sentiment in recent months.
However despite the softer macro backdrop, office market fundamentals remain mostly sturdy, with positive net absorption continuing to drive lower
vacancy across most regional markets. That said, fundamentals are likely to be more uneven (and uncertain), in light of the rising economic and
political uncertainties, which will underscore a larger divergence in market performance in the near to medium term. The balance of risk is to the
downside, with a rising likelihood of an ongoing deterioration in economic conditions driving a pullback in occupier demand.
With the exception of Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai, net increase of CBD office stock across most regional markets in 2019/2020 should be
higher than the historical 5-year average. As such, the occupancy rate is likely to soften over the next two years. Nevertheless from 2021 onwards,
supply should be more restrained especially in Tokyo, Seoul and Beijing where few new projects will be launched. Take-up is forecast to be strong in
Brisbane, Beijing and Seoul, aided by a growth outlook on employment in the financial and business services sectors of these cities.
Our view remains that long-term structural trends are favourable for the regional office sector, however from a tactical perspective, we believe
investors should stay focused on markets like Sydney, Melbourne and Tokyo offices, where demand fundamentals are resilient enough to overcome
short-term cyclical headwinds. We also recommend Brisbane, on account of its robust rental outlook and relatively attractive pricing.
Quick read

Fig.2: CBD office vacancy rates
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Retail

Still not quite a favourable environment

That said, consumer uncertainty has crept back in over the past month, from the
breakdown in U.S.-China trade negotiation and tariff retaliation. U.S. threats to
impose tariffs on other major economies have also roiled global markets, underscoring
the growing risks and uncertainties to business investments, margins, employment
and the broader economic environment. While we do not expect consumer market
fundamentals to tail off sharply, backed by tight labour market conditions, undeniably
Asia Pacific houses some of the most advanced e-commerce economies in the world.
Aggressive e-commerce penetration means retail demand would not necessarily
translate into occupier demand of the physical space, in particular the non-food
categories. In this context, we favour retail assets that are able to offer customers a
‘day-out’ experience that cannot be easily replicated online. For instance, designer
outlet malls and experiential shopping centres with innovative and high-quality leisure
components. Convenient assets anchored with food retail should be comparatively
shielded from the online competition and attract frequent visitation, hence
outperforming.
Quick read

• Retail sales growth strengthened across most key regional markets in
Q1, aided by stock market recovery but risks are creeping back in from
rising macro uncertainties
• Retail occupier demand threatened by e-commerce; experiential and
convenient retail schemes are expected to be more defensive and
perform better

Fig.3: Retail sales year-on-year growth (3-month rolling)
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Market headwinds that impeded consumer spending in late 2018 – most notably the
stock market downturn – have either eased or reversed towards the first quarter end.
Having struggled in late 2018, retail sales growth in Australia and Japan bounced back
and accelerated to its fastest pace in over a year. Similarly, growth in Hong Kong and
Singapore emerged out of the negative territory in recent months with the recovery of
inbound tourist arrivals. March reading also suggests that China might have bottomed
out of the weakness witnessed last year. In South Korea, however, the strong
momentum gained during late 2018/early 2019 seems to be short lived.

Source: Macrobond, Q2 2019
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Investment market

Robust capital market, rising risks
Investment activities across the Asia Pacific commercial property market started the year in a relatively soft patch after the record-high in 2018.
Transactions slowed to US$30.8 billion in Q1, 13% below the quarterly average of the past five years. This trend is similar throughout most regional
economies, with Japan and Hong Kong witnessing the biggest drop in volumes versus the same period last year.
While transactions slowed in Q1, capital flows into Asia Pacific over the near term should be supported by a more accommodative interest rate
environment. As most regional central banks have reversed the tightening bias since the end of 2018, interest rate expectation has been lowered lately,
pointing more benign financing conditions and, consequently, ongoing sturdy capital market strength. Concurrently, the immediate pressure for
outward yield shift has subsided as interest rises are kept on hold.
Looking beyond interest rate cycles, the Asia Pacific real estate market is rapidly becoming more institutionalised, as reflected by the increasingly
important role played by cross-border investors. This trend is most pronounced in China over the past quarter. To some extent, this is attributed to the
divestment pressure of the Chinese asset holders (in response to the government’s ongoing deleveraging initiative) and also signals that the country’s
financial reform has started to bear fruit. As regional markets continue to mature, Asia Pacific is set to see further expansion of its investable stock.
Fig.4: Investment volumes (US$ billion)
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Source: RCA, May 2019
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Cyclical recommendations
Fig.6: Key market themes

Fig.5: Short-term city and sector selection
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This document is intended solely for the use of professional clients in Europe, Wholesale Clients in Australia, Professional investors in Hong Kong, and Institutional Investors in
Singapore and United States, is not for general public distribution.
Any assumptions made or opinions expressed are as of the dates specified or if none at the document date and may change as subsequent conditions vary. In particular, the
document has been prepared by reference to current tax and legal considerations that may alter in the future. The document may contain "forward-looking" information or estimates
that are not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, illustrative projections and forecasts. There is no guarantee that any projections or
forecasts made will come to pass.
International investing involves risks, including risks related to foreign currency, limited liquidity particularly where the underlying asset comprises real estate, less government
regulation in some jurisdictions, and the possibility of substantial volatility due to adverse political, economic or other developments. Past performance is no guarantee of future
performance. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and are not guaranteed. Rates of exchange may cause the value of investments to
go up or down. Any favourable tax treatment is subject to government legislation and as such may not be maintained. The valuation of property is generally a matter of valuer’s
opinion rather than fact. The amount raised when a property is sold may be less than the valuation.
Nothing in this document is intended or should be construed as advice. The document is not a recommendation to sell or purchase any investment. It does not form part of any
contract for the sale or purchase of any investment.
This material is provided for informational or educational purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation in any jurisdiction. Moreover, it neither constitutes an offer to enter into
an investment agreement with the recipient of this document nor an invitation to respond to it by making an offer to enter into an investment agreement.
This material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, projections, forecasts, estimates of
yields or returns, and proposed or expected portfolio composition. Moreover, certain historical performance information of other investment vehicles or composite accounts
managed by Nuveen has been included in this material and such performance information is presented by way of example only. No representation is made that the performance
presented will be achieved by any Nuveen funds, or that every assumption made in achieving, calculating or presenting either the forward-looking information or the historical
performance information herein has been considered or stated in preparing this material. Any changes to assumptions that may have been made in preparing this material could
have a material impact on the investment returns that are presented herein by way of example.
This material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to
adopt any investment strategy. The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed by Nuveen to be reliable,
and not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Company name is only for explanatory
purposes and does not constitute as investment advice and is subject to change. Any investments named within this material may not necessarily be held in any funds/accounts
managed by Nuveen. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader. They do not necessarily reflect the views of any company in the Nuveen
Group or any part thereof and no assurances are made as to their accuracy.

Nuveen Real Estate is a real estate investment management holding company owned by Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America (TIAA). Nuveen Real Estate
securities products distributed in North America are advised by UK regulated subsidiaries or Nuveen Alternatives Advisors LLC a registered investment advisor and wholly owned
subsidiary of TIAA, and distributed by Nuveen Securities, LLC, member FINRA.
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Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Investment involves risk, including loss of principal. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as
rise and is not guaranteed. Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to fluctuate.

